ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose an automatic modeling method based on constructive grammar for building Chinese Huizhou traditional vernacular houses, which are famous and important examples of Chinese traditional architecture. The proposed method includes two steps: layout generation and feature generation. In the layout generation step, layout guidelines based on 2-D geometric rules are used to evaluate the layout result. In the feature generation step, a probabilistic network is used to generate the features for a single house while feature conflict penalty functions are used to generate the reasonable features for multiple houses. Both the layout generation and feature generation steps use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to search for the optimal solution. To increase the computational efficiency of the proposed system, the two steps are performed on a graphics processing unit device using a Monte Carlo sampler. Moreover, a dynamic probability strategy is used to perform the layout perturbation. The proposed method is easy to implement and extend. The experimental results show that the proposed method is practical and efficient. Non-expert users can rapidly generate reasonable Huizhou vernacular houses via simple and intuitive interactions with the system. INDEX TERMS Rapid modeling, procedural modeling, building modeling, stochastic optimization, Huizhou traditional vernacular House.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, interactive 3D graphics and virtual reality technologies have rapidly developed and the demand for urban planning and simulations as well as digital heritage conservation has increased. As a result, the rapid modeling of buildings (RMB) has received significant attention by academics and industry leaders. RMB is the automatic or interactive modeling of buildings using computer graphics technologies. The buildings to be modeled include virtual buildings as well as actual historical and urban city buildings.
In RMB, historical buildings are a special case that can be used for different applications, such as digital heritage conservation, historic monument reconstruction, and virtual tourism. However, modeling historical buildings is a complex task. In certain applications, the user may only be concerned with the outer geometric surface of the building. In other applications, the constructive rules, building component details and interior structural information underlying the building geometry should also be modeled. To describe the details of historical buildings, the building elements (or components) are parameterized and assembled to create or form an entire building, a process known as parametric modeling and building information modeling (BIM). In 2009, historical building information modeling (HBIM) [1] was proposed, which focuses on the emergence of historical architectural pattern books that define architectural rules and details. This technique provides the opportunity to develop a new method of modeling historical buildings [2] .
A variety of RMB techniques are available, and they can be classified into two groups: rule-based modeling methods and data-based modeling methods. Rule-based modeling methods use predefined rules and grammar to control the modeling procedure. The most well-known methods are procedural modeling methods [3] - [8] , which have become the mainstream RMB methods because of their successful applications [6] . Rule-based modeling methods provide a cost-effective solution to modeling all types of buildings, including historical buildings; however, the majority of these methods require the user to have a high level of technical knowledge to modify the rules and grammar of the model. Data-based modeling methods model or reconstruct buildings using various types of data. Based on the data type used, data-based modeling methods can be divided into imagebased modeling methods [9] - [13] and LiDAR-based modeling methods [14] - [17] . Data-based modeling methods are user friendly and provide intuitive, human-machine interactions or an automatic reconstruction pipeline. However, the modeling results are highly dependent on the data entered. Because image data and LiDAR data contain only the outer surface geometric information of buildings, they do not easily represent the architectural rules and details of historical buildings, which are important features modeled by HBIM.
China might have more traditional buildings than any other country in the world because of its large geographic size, multiplicity of nationalities, and long history. There are approximately 600 types of vernacular houses in China according to the statistics collected by the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Construction of the People's Republic of China in 2014. Chinese traditional architecture can be divided into eight genres: the Beijing courtyard house, Huizhou architecture, the vernacular houses of southeast China, Lingnan architecture, Shanghai architecture, Western Sichuan vernacular houses, Qionglong architecture, and Academy buildings. Examples of the genres are shown in Fig. 1 . The locations of these genres in China are shown in Fig. 2 .
Huizhou architecture is one of the most important genres of traditional Chinese architecture and the most valuable genre to traditional Chinese culture because of its unique architectural styles and outstanding architectural achievements. Huizhou architecture is related to the architectural genres in the Anhui, Zhejiang and Jiangxi provinces and their surrounding areas as shown in Fig. 2 . Huizhou architecture reached its peak during the Ming and Qing Dynasties of China. A typical Huizhou architecture has white walls, black tiles and Matou walls as shown in Fig. 3 . Clansman residents with different social statuses, such as officials, businessmen or Confucian scholars, lived together under a strict patriarchal clan hierarchy and each house had a unique decorative style. Fig. 4 shows several examples of Huizhou traditional vernacular houses.
Most of the building components of Huizhou architecture VOLUME 5, 2017 are wood, including the beams, columns, purlins, doors, etc. As a result, the original Huizhou architecture rarely endures over long-term periods. The Chinese government is becoming increasingly interested in the digital protection and reproduction of Huizhou architecture. Unsurprisingly, RMB is the most important and effective technology for this task. Several professional modeling software systems are available to model Huizhou vernacular houses, such as Autodesk 3ds Max, Maya or Google SketchUp. However, such methods are tedious and require the user to have well-developed artistic skills. Moreover, the quality of the results relies on the user's ability.
To improve the modeling efficiency, researchers have proposed several methods of automating the modeling task and increasing the computational efficiency. However, in the case of Huizhou architecture modeling, current methods have the following limitations: 1) The majority of the procedural modeling methods are applicable only to urban city buildings (e.g., modern skyscrapers) or require that the user edit the grammar; 2) image-based modeling methods rely heavily on the user's interaction or require the user to have specific skills and applicable background knowledge, e.g., handdrawn skill; and 3) machine learning methods require many training samples or considerable pre-processing.
In this paper, we propose a novel method for the rapid modeling of Huizhou traditional vernacular houses. Using our method, reasonable Huizhou vernacular house groups can be generated rapidly by users without prior training, a background in architecture design or modeling skills. Moreover, the proposed method is not limited to modeling Huizhou vernacular houses but can be extended to other types of historical buildings.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1. A novel end-to-end pipeline for rapid modeling and layout of Huizhou vernacular houses is proposed. Particularly, the proposed system is very suitable for those users without any architecture or modeling background.
2. Layout guidelines based on 2D geometry rules are incorporated in an evaluation function to guide the layout generation. Metropolis-Hastings algorithm and sequential annealing method are used to find the best layout solution. 3. The layout results and conflict penalty functions are used to generate and evaluate the house features. The similar optimization framework mentioned in the layout generation step is used here to find the best feature results. 4. The layout and generated features are implemented with graphics processing unit (GPU) to parallelize and accelerate the code to meet the needs of realtime interactions with the system, and perturbations are optimized using a dynamic probability strategy with a Softmax function. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we briefly review several modeling methods; in Section III, we provide an overview of the proposed method; in Sections IV and V, we present the layout generation and feature generation of vernacular houses; in Section VI, we provide implementation and modeling results to demonstrate the proposed method; and in Section VII, we discuss the study limitations and future research topics.
II. RELATED WORK
Object modeling and object layout are the primary tasks of scene modeling [18] . In this section, we present recent academic work on these two tasks.
A. RAPID MODELING OF BUILDINGS
Of the available methods for RMB, procedural modeling techniques are effective methods of rapidly generating buildings and urban cities [3] . Based on the L-system, Parish and Müller [8] proposed the CityEngine system to generate a roadmap and urban area. Wonka et al. [19] proposed split grammars to design and generate buildings and urban cities. Duarte [20] introduced a discursive grammar for building Siza's houses in Malagueira that consisted of a programming grammar and a designing grammar. Müller et al. [4] proposed a CGA (computer graphic architecture) shape based on shape grammar to model buildings that was successfully used to recreate the archaeological site of Pompeii. Schwarz and Müller [7] extended the above method to CGA++, which allowed coordination across multiple shapes using an event mechanism. In recent work, Edelsbrunner et al. [21] extended shape grammar to cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems for generating structures with round geometries. Hua [22] proposed a bi-directional procedural model to incorporate geometrictopological reasoning.
With regard to modeling Chinese ancient architecture (CAA), Liu et al. [23] was the first to propose a constructive grammar for CAA. Additionally, Liu et al. [24] - [27] applied an ontology-based approach to the modeling process of ancient Chinese architecture and semantic units.
In addition, they built a knowledge library of southeast Chinese vernacular houses (see Fig. 1(c) ), which included information provided by architectural domain experts. Huang and Tai [28] developed a user-friendly interactive system to build Chinese tings. Using this system, users with a limited Chinese architecture background can complete the modeling process by operating control-points via user guidance and interaction clues.
Of the data-based modeling methods, image-based modeling is an effective method to provide a user-friendly and convenient human-machine interaction. ''Sketching reality'' [29] is a method for converting a free-hand building sketch into a realistic-looking texture-mapped 2.5D model. Using the structural symmetry of architecture, Jiang et al. [12] proposed a single image-based modeling method in which the user must mark all the architectural structures explicitly via computer interactions. Hou et al. [30] presented a modeling framework to model Chinese architectures via elevation drawing. Additionally, Hou et al. [31] integrated the singleview architectural modeling method with the procedural modeling method by using a novel algorithm to adaptively segment repeated curved stripes of Chinese architecture.
Recently, machine learning methods have been widely used for RMB. For example, Merrell et al. [32] used a probability network to describe the high-level requirements of architecture. Based on a probability network, Fan and Wonka [33] used simulated annealing to generate the roof of a house and a genetic algorithm to generate the facade features of the house. Nishida et al. [34] introduced deep learning techniques into RMB. For each object type of a building's components, a convolutional neural network (CNN) was trained to recognize the sketched drawing and then generate the parameters.
B. 2D LAYOUT METHOD
The layout problem, also known as the spatial allocation problem, is an important aspect of modeling multiple objects, and it can be treated as a 2D plane placement problem. The problem has an exponential complexity and is difficult to solve directly. A heuristic search method [35] is commonly used to identify an optimal solution to the layout problem. Another important method is stochastic optimization, such as simulated annealing [36] and genetic algorithms [37] . These classical algorithms are widely used to solve small-scale layout problems, especially those involving indoor scenes. Merrell et al. [32] used a probability network to guide the layout generation of a single house. Camozzato et al. [38] proposed an automated generation method that generates 2D models of building interiors from hand-drawn building sketches, and the outline and openings of the buildings were extracted via image processing.
To solve large-scale building layout problems. Guerrero et al. [39] proposed a learning model based on probability and statistics. The system can generate complex scenes using examples from the user by learning and propagating shape placements in 2D polygonal scenes, and it requires only limited user interaction. To ensure that the generated layouts meet both accessibility and aesthetic criteria for arbitrary shapes, Peng et al. [40] developed a tiling domain method with a set of deformable templates.
Furniture arrangement is another common 2D layout problem. Yu et al. [41] proposed a system to learn the hierarchical and spatial relationship information from examples of indoor scenes and then used a Metropolis-Hastings search to determine the final placement of components. Merrell et al. [42] incorporated the guidelines for furniture layout as terms in a density function using a hardware-accelerated Monte Carlo sampler to search for the optimal solutions.
In addition, a classical 2D layout problem is tag cloud generation. An important problem of tag cloud generation is overlap removal and relative positioning among 2D objects [43] - [46] . Additionally, such algorithms can be used in building layout modeling.
III. OVERVIEW
In our method, Huizhou vernacular houses are automatically generated by inputting the initial frontage data of the houses into the system. An overview of our method is illustrated in Fig. 5 , and the pipeline is outlined as follows.
A. INPUT DATA PRE-PROCESSING
The initial frontage data of houses and road data are preprocessed. The data can be obtained by user interactions with the system or by image processing. In this stage, users can specify the features they do not want to change, which is useful when modeling a specific target.
B. LAYOUT GENERATION
The layouts of vernacular houses are optimized. A hardwareaccelerated Monte Carlo sampler method is used to minimize the energy function, which is incorporated by several layout guidelines based on 2D geometry rules. The layout results are used in the next stage.
C. POST PROCESSING
The spatial information among the neighboring houses, such as adjacency relationships, is extracted from the layout results generated in the previous stage. These results will be calculated using the CPU and then used in the next stage.
D. FEATURE GENERATION
The primary task is to generate the features of the vernacular houses. For each vernacular house, a probabilistic network is used to generate rational features. Moreover, penalty functions are used to avoid feature conflicts that might occur among multiple vernacular houses. The optimization method for the penalty function is similar to that of stage 2.
E. HOUSE GENERATION
The layout and feature results from the above steps are described using a Huizhou architecture constructive VOLUME 5, 2017 FIGURE 5. Overview of our method. First, the user inputs the initial layout data, including the position and rotation information of the houses and roads. Then, the layout information is calculated in the GPU stage using a hardware-accelerated Monte Carlo sampler. In the post process stage, the adjacency information of the houses is extracted from the layout data. The features of the houses are then generated using the data from the previous stage to avoid feature semantic conflicts. Finally, the houses are generated in the last CPU stage.
grammar. All the vernacular houses are generated automatically by executing the grammar.
IV. LAYOUT GENERATION A. LAYOUT REPRESENTATION
The primary task of this step is to generate a plausible layout by inputting into the system the initial frontage data of the layout of vernacular houses. The initial layouts of the houses can be generated by user interactive modeling or obtained via image processing. For example, Canny edge detection can be used to extract house and road profiles or boundaries. The input data should be preprocessed to create a standardized representation.
The house layout problem can be treated as a 2D geometric problem. Each road can be described by several continuous line segments, and each segment can be assigned a width. In our method, a house is defined as a bounding box and can be calculated using the following formula:
where x, y is the center of the box, w defines the width, d defines the depth, and θ defines the rotation angle. Other definitions of the parameters in (1) are illustrated in Fig. 6 . Matrix M is composed of a translation and rotation matrix as follows: 
B. LAYOUT GUIDING RULES
We designed a set of geometric rules to evaluate the layout result. Each rule is defined as a continuous function F, and all the rules are combined into an energy function layout . The energy function is defined as follows:
where the function F represents different rules and ω is the weight of each function. The resulting layout optimization is equivalent to the optimization of the energy function.
1) OVERLAP RULE
Overlap removal is the most important of the layout guiding rules. Fortunately, this rule is straightforward. Because our goal is to remove all overlaps, we must summarize all the overlapped area. The energy function for the overlap rule can be defined as follows:
where ω overlap is a penalty factor andPIA is a function used to calculate the intersection area of two convex polygons (houses a i and a j ). Fig. 7 shows an example of 3 overlapping houses. 
2) DISTANCE RULE
Each section of the road is described by a line segment R. Here, r represents the number of road sections and w j represents each road width. The distance rule is used to control the distance between the road centerline and the house. The function can be defined as follows: (5) where m i is the number of vertices of the bounding box polygon i, DIST is a function used to calculate the distance from each polygon vertex to the road R j , and d i,j is the shortest distance from the center of each house to the road. k i,j is an indicator, when the house intersects with the road, k i,j = 1; otherwise, k i,j = 0. f road is a function that forces the distance from the road to the house to be approximately equal to w j .
This function indicates that when the distance between the house and road is too great, a gravitational force is observed; otherwise, a repulsive force is observed. Moreover, this function can be related to the overlap between the house and the road for extreme values. To ensure function continuity, the function is defined as a piecewise function as depicted in Fig. 8 .
3) ROTATION RULE
Usually, houses and roads should be parallel or vertical, and other conditions should be punished. The rotation rule is used to control the angle between the house and the road. Here, vector α represents the house orientation and vector β represents the road orientation. The rotation rule is defined as follows:
where the ω rotate is a weight factor, f rotate is the rotation rule function which is depicted in Fig. 9 . The vectors are limited to the first and fourth quadrants. The range of acos is [0, π]; therefore, the angle between the house and the road can be calculated by the circulation decline π/2. Another optional rule is to control the angle between neighboring houses. This rule is similar to the rotation rule between the house and the road; however, the weight of the function is different.
4) OPTIONAL RULES
In addition, several optional rules can be used to create varied layout results. These rules include but are not limited to the following. 
a: BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS
This rule is used to ensure that all vernacular houses stay inside the user-specified boundary. The implementation of this rule is the same as that for the overlap rule.
b: SUM OF NEIGHBOR DISTANCE
Minimizing this value arranges the vernacular houses close together, and it can ensure that no ''holes'' appear in the final layout.
c: CONVEX HULL AREA
All of the vertices of vernacular house bounding boxes compose a convex hull. Minimizing the area of the convex hull is another method of arranging the houses close together.
Different layouts can be generated by using different combinations of rules or by using different parameter weights that are either set empirically or depending on the model application. Fig. 10 shows the results from applying different rules in the system.
C. PERTURBATION OF LAYOUT
Although directly optimizing the energy function is difficult, stochastic optimization represents a suitable method of resolving this problem. We use a Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler [47] to search the energy functions for an optimized solution. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [48] is used to explore the density function of each parameter of the houses.
A layout configuration representing the state of the system, can be defined as φ = {x i , y i , θ i |i = 1, . . . , n}, where x i , y i , θ i define the position and rotation parameters of n houses. In each iteration of temperature, we ''move'' the current layout configuration φ to get a new layout configuration φ * , and accept it with a Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probability:
where f is a Boltzmann-like objective function
where β is a constant inversely proportional to the temperature and C is the energy function defined in (3). Now we get:
The system anneals with decreasing temperature. Note that the energy may increase when accepting a ''bad'' move, which enables the method to escape from local minima.
In each move step, we choose a single house at random and perturb the parameters with a given probability as follows.
1) Position A Gaussian term N (0, σ 2 p ) is added to the center coordinate x, y of a house to change its position. The position perturbation will affect the overlap and distance relationships among the houses and roads.
2) Rotation
A Gaussian term N (0, σ 2 θ ) is added to the parameter θ of the house to change its orientation. Rotation perturbation will directly affect the rotation energy function and all the position and rotation calculations. The values of the standard deviations σ p and σ θ are set empirically. If these values are too small, then many iterations will be required for the function to converge. If these values are too large, then finding an optimal solution might be impossible. In addition, the perturbation of parameter w, d is optional depending on whether the user assumes that the size of the house is fixed.
D. DYNAMIC PROBABILITY STRATEGY
The classical algorithm employed in [42] uses an equal probability to choose the proposal perturbation move. However, we use a dynamic probability strategy. Because rotation also affects the house position, the rotation-related component of the energy function should converge first. We use the following two strategies to accelerate the convergence of the energy function.
1) Priority strategy
This strategy ensures that each rotation perturbation has a higher influence factor on the energy function than on the position perturbation. That is, rotation has a higher priority than position, which is achieved by increasing the ω overlap parameter in formula (7).
2) Dynamic probability
Because the rotation energy converges faster than the position energy, the probabilities of rotation perturbation and position perturbation should change dynamically. For example, if the rotation energy has reached its optimal value, then it is not necessary to set a probability value for the rotation perturbation.
We use f * (x) to define the maximum rate of energy change within a window of size k as follows:
Now, we can define E p for the position-relative energy function and E r for the rotation-relative energy function. The probability of position perturbation in the i+1 iteration can be calculated using the following formula:
The probability of rotation perturbation is 1 − P i+1 position . Notice that we use the Laplace smoothing method to increase the robustness of the algorithm. We have found that better results are achieved using the Softmax function as follows:
The Softmax function is much more robust, and it can make the probabilities more diffuse in position and rotation perturbation.
When i < k, we use an equal probability strategy to choose the possible proposal perturbation move. When i ≥ k, we use the aforementioned dynamic probability.
V. FEATURE GENERATION
In this stage, the layout results are used to generate the house features. These features are extracted from historical architectural pattern books, which define the architectural rules and details.
A. CONSTRUCTIVE GRAMMAR OF THE HUIZHOU VERNACULAR HOUSE
The structure of the Huizhou traditional vernacular house can be determined from the current literature on ancient Chinese wooden architecture [49] - [51] and the features of Huizhou architecture [52] , [53] . A Huizhou vernacular house can be reconstructed via a decomposition and combination of its components. A typical Huizhou traditional vernacular house structure [54] is shown in Fig. 11 . The wall, Matou wall, door, window, gatehouse and door step are the most representative components of a Huizhou traditional vernacular house. Additionally, these features are the key elements for feature generation.
The procedure to combine components is controlled by grammar. Our Huizhou architecture constructive grammar (HACG) is based on the constructive grammar (CG) [23] . However, we make the following improvements to the CG.
1) OBJECT ORIENTED DESIGN
We use an object and inheritance mechanism to design the HACG, which is different to the template language used in [54] . The parameters of the components are treated as properties while the connection rules between components are designed as interfaces. Table 1 lists the primary properties and interfaces of the components of a Huizhou vernacular house. Each instantiated entity of a component can communicate with other instantiated entities of a component to coordinate their characteristics. This communication mechanism was inspired by the event mechanism of CGA++.
2) MULTI-LEVEL PARAMETERS
Because of the large number of building components, the user must control many parameters to model a house. To reduce user workload, we designed a multi-level parameter system in which the user is required to control only a few high parameters while the other parameters are calculated automatically by our system. The high parameters are controlled by the feature probabilistic network, which will be discussed in the next section.
B. FEATURE PROBABILISTIC NETWORK
''Hui-style features'' are the most important characteristics of Huizhou vernacular houses, and they have specific semantics. For example, the Matou wall, gatehouse and other components vary widely depending on the identity of the house owner. For example, for houses with higher floors and costs, the Matou wall will have more layers. In addition, the layers of the Matou wall, the type of the house wall and the identity of the house owner will influence the type of Matou. To ensure that the feature generation conforms to the appropriate semantics, we use a probability network in [54] to describe these relationships. An example of a probability network for a Huizhou vernacular house is shown in Fig. 12 . In this example, each node takes a discrete value to represent a feature. For a continuous value, discretization or the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) are also appropriate. We generate this network from background knowledge and the famous Huizhou villages Xidi Hongcun from southern Anhui Province. The primary features of the components of a Huizhou vernacular house and their directly related probabilistic network nodes are listed in Table 1 . The features that users cannot access directly are not listed.
For a single vernacular house, all features can be generated using Gibbs sampling by the probabilistic network or by user interactions using a recommended system [54] , [55] . However, for multiple houses, we must resolve the feature conflicts among different houses in each Huizhou vernacular house groups, which will be discussed in next section.
C. FEATURE GUILD RULES
The feature conflicts usually occur among adjacent vernacular houses because the adjacent houses must coordinate. Moreover, these houses usually belong to a single family and should have consistent characteristics.
For example, consider the 3 houses in Fig. 13 . The door of house A should not be on the right side of the house because it would be blocked by house B. Additionally, house A is shorter than houses B and C; therefore, its Matou wall should have fewer layers than houses B and C. In addition, the three houses should be included in a single family. However, the features of house A show that the owner of the house is a farmer while the features of houses B and C show that owners are businesspeople. All of these cases should be punished in the feature generation.
All the features that should be considered are listed in Table 2 . We can observe that the majority of these features are controlled by the probabilistic network when no conflict occurs. When a conflict occurs, we must extract the spatial information from the layout result in the post process. 
FIGURE 14.
Neighbor information of the house groups. In this example, A2 is on the right of A1, which means that the ''right'' tag is marked in the row of A1 and column of A2. Meanwhile, the nearest road to A1 is R1, which is recorded in the diagonal of the matrix.
The most important information is the adjacency information. We use a disjoint-set data structure to quickly divide the houses into familial groups. For each familial group, we use a matrix to store the adjacency information of the houses. The adjacency information could be a neighbor's direction or distance depending on the application of the model. In addition, the diagonal elements of the matrix store the nearest road from each house. See Fig. 14 for details. Using this adjacency information, feature conflicts can be quickly detected without extensive geometry calculations. The feature conflict rules can be specified by several penalty functions. The framework used in the layout stage is used to search for the best combination of features via the GPU.
D. PERTURBATION OF FEATURES
As with layout perturbation, in each iteration, we choose a single house at random and perturb a random feature. Because The global memory is used to store the input and output data. Each thread in a block will generate a result, and the best result among these will be the final result.
the feature values are discrete, 2 methods are used to change the feature value.
1) Increment and modulus
In this method, an increment is added to the feature parameter using a modulo operation to ensure that the result is in the domain of the feature.
2) Change randomly
In this method, a value is randomly selected within the definition domain of the feature. Because of the use of adjacency tables, we are able to avoid extensive geometric calculations. Using the MetropolisHastings algorithm in the feature generation stage is faster than using layout generation.
In addition, advanced users can specify the specific features of particular houses. These features will be marked as constants; consequently, the perturbation process will skip these features during the feature generation stage.
VI. RESULTS

A. IMPLEMENTATION
To meet the real-time requirements of user interactions with the system, we use CUDA to implement the GPU parallel acceleration framework. Each thread is treated as a single Markov random process. We run a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to determine the minimum energy value. After all threads have completed their tasks, we choose the smallest energy value of all threads as the final result. The framework is depicted in Fig. 15 .
We implemented the Monte Carlo sampler and performed all experiments on a PC with a quad-core CPU running at 3.60 GHz with 8.0 GB of memory and an NVIDIA GTX 760 graphics card. The layout generation step is a timeconsuming stage that includes intensive geometric operations; therefore, we set the number of blocks to 6 and the number of threads to 32. During the feature generation stage, the number of blocks and threads can be set to larger values. The max iteration times of temperature are limited to 241, and in each temperature iteration we do the perturbation 30 times.
B. MODELING RESULTS
Using our system, the modeling process is rather simple. The user must specify only the draft road and the initial frontage data of the houses. Then, the work is performed 20678 VOLUME 5, 2017 FIGURE 16. Results of the temperature and energy functions in first 100 iterations. The data in row 1-2 are obtained from the modeling results in Fig. 16, row 1-2. (a, c) Equal probability is used to select the possible proposal perturbation move, and (b, d) dynamic probability strategy is used.
automatically by the system. Table 3 shows the results of several modeling outputs generated by the proposed system. The first row shows an example with a boundary constraint, and the second row shows an example with roads. In the third row, the user specifies an officer style house (marked by A), and its neighbors are also represented by an officer style. In the fourth row, the results show an example, in which 3 sections of roads have different widths. The last row shows an example of 27 houses, and it is divided into 3 regions with different colors. The first column of Table 3 shows the original data input. The second column shows the optimized layout results. The third column shows the feature generation results. The last four columns give the performance data of both layout generation and feature generation. We compare the proposed dynamic probability layout model with traditional Metropolis-Hastings algorithm in [41] and [42] to evaluate the computational efficiency. The time column gives the computational time (second) of each model. The iteration column gives the temperature iteration times. Note that iteration times less than 241 means that the system has found a minimum energy value, therefore, the iterative process can be terminated prematurely. The energy column gives the minimal energy value in the end of the iteration. The data shows that our dynamic probability strategy model is able to find better layout results with shorter time and less iterations.
Both the layout and feature generations take approximately 1 or 2 seconds, which can meet the real-time interaction requirements. However, generating a relatively large vernacular house village using our layout generation method might require a considerable amount of time. A better option is to divide the scene into multiple regions and generate each region individually. The last row in Table 3 shows an example with 3 sub-regions. Fig. 16 shows the changes in the minimum energy value after each temperature iteration. The red line indicates the change in temperature, and the green line indicates the energy of position and the blue line indicates the energy of rotation. Notably, the energy value of the rotation converges faster than the energy value of the position because of its higher perturbation priority. Fig.16 (a) and (b) show that when there is no need to change the rotation for each house, the traditional Metropolis-Hastings has poor performance because it always gives half the chance to the rotation perturbation. Our method has better performance on suppression of unneeded rotation perturbation. Fig. 16(c) and (d) show examples consider both the position and rotation. The energy value approaches the optimal value at approximately the 100th iteration when using the equal probability strategy while it approaches the optimal value at approximately the 60th iteration when using the dynamic probability strategy.
To generate a target model, the user must specify the desired features according to the target picture. In this case, the feature generation step can be omitted. Fig. 17 (a)-(c) shows the result of modeling using the target picture from Fig. 1(b) . Fig. 17 (d)-(g) shows two large examples of Huizhou ancient traditional villages, which were generated by subdividing the large scenes into multiple vernacular house groups. The sketch map for the ancient villages was adopted from [53] . More than one hundred vernacular houses are included in these two villages, and the model can be generated in several minutes.
C. COMPARISON TO PRIOR WORK
Prior work on RBM has implemented various the applications and technology. It is common knowledge that the modeling result generated by procedural modeling method is typically assessed by qualitatively evaluating or by conducting a user study [56] . We list the characteristics of the previously used methods in Table 4 and compare these methods based on the following factors.
Constructive rule: This factor determines whether the modeling method has included the details of the building construction rules, which play an important role in HBIM.
Multiple coordination: This factor indicates whether the modeling method can coordinate multiple model features automatically.
User interface: This factor indicates how users control the modeling process using the modeling system. Derivation and variation: These factors indicate the ability to generate models via derivation and variation.
The majority of the shape grammar based methods can generate models via derivation and variation. However, the user must operate the grammar directly (e.g., by editing the script). The majority of the image-based modeling methods use constructive rules to segment the building components. However, generating models via derivation and variation using these modeling methods is difficult. A traditional construction grammar is a suitable method of generating a Chinese historical building model. However, such methods must consider the coordination among multiple houses. Our approach combines the advantages of the aforementioned methods.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented an end-to-end approach for the automatic generation of visually plausible Huizhou vernacular house layouts and features using simple layout data input by the user. Our procedural modeling system is based on the improved constructive grammar [23] . We have introduced a GPU-accelerated MCMC optimization framework to generate the layouts and features for multiple houses, while the 2D geometry layout rules and conflict penalty functions are used to evaluate the results of layout and features. When dealing with a single house, we used the probability network in [54] to generate its features to avoid performing unnecessary calculations. The proposed dynamic probability strategy layout model is able to find better layout results with shorter time and less iterations comparing to the traditional Metropolis-Hastings layout model [41] , [42] . Compared to other RBM system, our system has the advantages in user interface, multiple object coordination and derivation.
In summary, the proposed method is versatile and expansible. The pipeline of the proposed method can be easily extended to other Chinese historical architecture.
However, the proposed method has several limitations. The first limitation is that the layout result depends on the initial layout input. As a result, if several unrealistic inputs are included, such as a house inside another house, the system might be unable to place the inside house outside of the outside house. The second limitation is the lack of validation of the model with a physical layout, since the layout rules, feature conflict functions and the parameters used in the stochastic optimization are designed empirically. The last limitation occurs in the feature generation step. Although feature conflicts between adjacent vernacular houses can be resolved, other complex conflicts cannot be resolved using neighbor information.
In our future work, we will expand our model to include additional types of Huizhou architecture, such as Huizhou government offices, memorial archways and ancestral halls, with the goal of generating a more realistic model of a Huizhou village. 
